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Executive Summary
On August 26, 1995—the final Saturday and busiest weekend of France’s summer holiday
season—terrorists attempted to derail the TGV (Train à Grande Vitesse) between Lyon
and Paris by planting a bomb. Fortunately, their crude triggering mechanism failed to
detonate the bomb, and subsequent analysis indicates that even had the bomb gone off,
the explosion would not have derailed the train. Nevertheless, the psychological effect of
an explosion on the train would have been enormous. France’s TGV was the first highspeed rail system in Europe and today remains a source of national pride. That gives the
trains the iconic status, or “emotional value,” typically sought by terrorists. Moreover, a
successful attack on the TGV would have sent further shudders through a nation already
rattled by a terrorist bombing campaign that had commenced a month before.
The perpetrators of the attempted derailment were members of the GIA (Groupe Islamique
Armé), an Algerian terrorist organization that had extended its campaign to France. At
the time of the attempt on the TGV, GIA terrorist teams had already carried out a series
of attacks in Paris, most of them directed against accessible transportation targets. In
response, the French government sent thousands of police and soldiers into metro and
train stations, which may have compelled the terrorists to contemplate other venues and
means of attack. The terrorist campaign ended in November 1995 with the death or capture
of most of the terrorist network, although one more bombing occurred in 1996.
The TGV episode, one of a continuing series of case studies by the Mineta Transportation
Institute (MTI), points to a continuing problem: Since 1995, terrorists have attempted to
derail trains on at least 144 occasions.
Given the expansion of high-speed rail systems in Europe, Asia, and North America, where
15 high-speed rail projects are in preparation or under way in the United States alone, the
TGV case study has been expanded to include a chronology and statistical analysis of
attempted derailments worldwide. This analysis examines the geographic distribution of
the attempts, the methods used by the saboteurs, and the outcomes. Although based on
a small universe of events, it underscores both the attractiveness to terrorists of attacking
transportation systems—a successful attack can result in high body counts, significant
disruption, dramatic images, and enormous publicity, all things sought by terrorists—and
the difficulties of achieving success. Ordinary bombings on trains and buses and in stations
and depots give terrorists a higher return on investment per bomb than derailments.
The incidents included in the analysis take place outside of conventional wars, although
many of them were part of guerrilla wars and broader terrorist campaigns. Wartime
sabotage of rail transport is reviewed in a separate section. One such campaign, the
Russian sabotage campaign against German invaders during World War II, resulted in
an extraordinary volume of attacks, but it depended on a national effort that included
training thousands of partisans and keeping them equipped with explosive devices. No
contemporary guerrilla army or terrorist group can summon these kinds of resources.
A final section of the analysis, which appears just before the chronology of attacks,
lists some of the security measures appropriate for preventing deliberate derailments,
particularly in response to high-threat situations.
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INTRODUCTION
Terrorists see public surface transportation as a killing field. Despite their continuing
obsession with attacking commercial aviation, when it comes to wholesale killing, trains
and buses offer easily accessible concentrations of people. Terrorists plant most of their
bombs in crowded coaches or stations where they will cause direct casualties, but about
ten percent of their attacks aim at derailing trains. A well-placed, perfectly timed bomb
can send a speeding train plunging into a river or careening down a steep embankment,
causing scores of casualties.
In October 1995, a still unidentified attacker sabotaged a remote section of the track in
Arizona causing the Sunset Limited to derail. One person was killed and 65 were injured.
The Mineta Transportation Institute published a detailed case study of this event.1
Two months prior to the Arizona event, terrorists in France attempted to derail the highspeed train between Lyon and Paris. That is the subject of the following case study.
In order to put these two events into a broader context, the second part of this report
analyzes 181 events where guerrillas or terrorists attempted to derail trains, 144 of them
since January 1996. Taking advantage of MTI’s expanded and computerized database
of attacks on surface transportation, the analysis looks at the distribution and modes of
attack, the saboteurs’ success or failure in derailing trains, and the consequences of their
attacks in terms of casualties. (A chronology with brief descriptions of these events are
included in Appendix A.)
Many of these attacks were part of ongoing guerrilla wars or terrorist campaigns—the
perpetrators regarded themselves as being at war, even when government authorities
rejected this assertion. Yet they differ from wartime sabotage when underground resistance
fighters or commandos carried out systematic behind the front lines campaigns of sabotage
intended primarily to interdict enemy supply lines. Wartime sabotage is the subject of
Appendix B.

THE GROWTH OF HIGH-SPEED RAIL
The threat of attacks on rail lines is especially relevant today as Europe continues to expand
its already extensive high-speed rail network, new high-speed projects are scheduled
for Asia, and the United States begins work on a number of high-speed passenger rail
projects.
The TGV began operations in 1981 with service between Paris and Lyon. Its success led to
rapid expansion. By 1995, three additional lines were in operation, and further expansion
took place in the late 1990s. In 2003, the TGV network carried its billionth passenger.2
High-speed rail service was introduced in the United Kingdom in 1976. In 1993, the
Euro Star linked London with Paris and Brussels. What originally began as a service to
accommodate heavy traffic between a pair of cities has grown to a network of connecting
high-speed lines that covers much of Europe.
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With its high volume of rail passengers, Japan was the first country to offer commercial
high-speed service. The line between Tokyo and Osaka, which began operation in 1964,
remains the most heavily traveled high-speed line in the world. South Korea, China, and
Taiwan have also built high-speed rail systems, which continue to expand.3
The United States followed a different trajectory, placing greater emphasis on highway
construction and air travel. For decades, rail passenger service declined. One by one,
the grand passenger trains of the 1940s made their last runs. In recent years, traffic
congestion, both on land and in the air, and rising fuel costs have led to the construction
of new urban transit systems, but with the exception of Amtrak’s Acela service, which runs
higher-speed trains on existing conventional tracks, there has been no corresponding
development of intercity high-speed rail.4
That situation may now change. Fifteen high-speed rail corridors have been identified
in the United States, with projects in various stages of development. One of the most
ambitious, California’s high-speed rail system, eventually will connect San Diego with
San Francisco and Sacramento.5
New construction will bring with it the opportunity to think about safety and security
in advance, not as add-ons. Thus far, high-speed rail strategies have focused almost
exclusively on safety, with security focused more on keeping bombs off trains than it is
with keeping bombs from being placed under trains. Certainly, bombs on trains pose the
most likely current threat, but as this report indicates, some attention should also be paid
to protecting the rail lines themselves against sabotage. Security specialists are quick to
point out the difficulties of protecting long lines. Traditional perimeter defenses would not
be supportable, but now is the time to develop creative approaches to reducing risk. The
first step is understanding the nature of the threat, which is the purpose of this analysis.

THE 1995 EVENT
On August 25, 1995, terrorists in France planted a bomb on the rail line used by the
TGV (Train à Grand Vitesse) high-speed passenger service between Lyon and Paris. The
bomb failed to detonate, and a suspected terrorist was soon identified and later killed in a
shootout with French police.6 Nonetheless, this episode, along with others, underscores
the potential threat to high-speed passenger trains and the inherent difficulties of
transportation-system security.
The violent derailment of a train traveling at speeds near 200 miles per hour, carrying
hundreds of passengers, could cause serious casualties. In addition to the publicity, body
count, and disruption sought by today’s terrorists, high-speed rail is an icon of technological
progress, thus adding the emotional value that terrorists seek in their targets. For these
reasons, the attempted derailment, although fortunately a failure for the terrorists, takes
on particular significance. The case study of this event, initiated as one of the Mineta
Transportation Institute’s continuing series of case studies of terrorist attacks on surface
transportation, was therefore broadened to include a historical review and quantitative
analysis of deliberate derailments of passenger trains. (Some derailments of freight trains
are included in the database.)
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MOTIVE
The attempted derailing of the TGV was part of a terrorist campaign directed against
France by the Armed Islamic Group, or GIA (Groupe Islamique Armé). The GIA emerged
in 1992, after the Algerian government voided the electoral victory of the Islamic Salvation
Front (FIS). The GIA was more radical, more violent, and less discriminate in its terrorist
campaign than the other Islamic groups and regularly engaged in massacres. In 1993, it
broadened its campaign, attacking foreigners living in Algeria to punish them for having
anything to do with the despised Algerian government.
The GIA received support from the Algerian community in France, particularly from young
first- and second-generation immigrants. The Algerian government, in turn, urged France
to destroy these underground networks. In the eyes of the GIA, France was an ally of the
Algerian government, which made it the terrorists’ enemy. GIA members in France killed
Algerian expatriates they considered too moderate.7
In December 1994, GIA terrorists hijacked a French airliner, which they reportedly intended
to crash in Paris. The plan was disrupted when French commandos stormed the plane.8
On July 25, 1995, GIA launched a campaign of terrorism in France itself, beginning with
the explosion of a bomb at the Saint-Michel RER (commuter train) station in Paris. This
was the first of a series of bombings. The bombs were initially directed at commuter rail
and metro stations, but as security tightened, the campaign broadened to include other
public places.9 The GIA placed a total of seven bombs between July 25 and October 17,
1995:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

July 25—A bomb in the metro at the Saint Michel RER station killed eight people and
injured more than 50.10
August 17—A bomb detonated in a public trash bin in Paris, injuring 16 people.11
August 26—A bomb was discovered on the Paris-Lyon TVG line near Cailloux sur
Fontaine.12
September 3—A bomb exploded at a market in Paris, injuring four people.13
September 7—A bomb in the trunk of a car blew up in front of a Jewish school in
Villeurbanna, a suburb of Lyon. The terrorists erred on the timing of the explosion,
which was intended to go off just as the children were coming out of the school; eight
people were injured.14
October 6—A bomb was discovered in a trash bin in a public toilet in Paris; police
quickly evacuated the area before the bomb detonated, and there were only a few
injuries.15
October 17—A bomb exploded on an RER commuter train in Paris, injuring 30
people.16

The six bombs that exploded killed a total of eight people and injured more than 108.
On November 1, 1995, French police arrested most of the members of the GIA network. At
the time of the arrest, the terrorists were planning to detonate a bomb at the public market
in Lille, in the north of France. That project was the subject of an earlier MTI case study.17
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THE DEVICES USED
The devices used in the GIA attacks were all of similar design.18 They contained a
homemade mixture of sodium chlorate, sulfur, black powder, and sometimes charcoal.
The percentages differed. The device used in the TGV derailment attempt contained 46.4
percent sodium chlorate, 35.1 percent black powder, and 26.4 percent sulfur. Some of the
devices, including that bomb, also contained nails and bolts to make shrapnel. Seven of
the bombs were packed in butane gas containers; the last one was packed in a pressure
cooker.
The size of the bombs varied. Where concealment was not an issue (the TGV episode,
Villeurbanna, and the October 6 bombing in Paris), the terrorists used large, 26-liter
containers. The weights of these devices varied. The bomb intended to derail the TGV
train weighted 19 kilograms (41.8 pounds); the other two weighed more—26 kilograms
(57.2 pounds) because they contained more nails and bolts.
The devices used in the metro had to be easily carried and concealed under the seats.
These four devices were packed into 6-liter containers and weighed from six to eight
kilograms (13.2 to 17.6 pounds).
All but the TGV device used timers. The detonator of the TGV device was a mechanical
system consisting of a 12-volt motorcycle battery connected to a light bulb filled with black
powder. A small piece of wood separated two metal plates and prevented completion of
the electrical circuit. The piece of wood was, in turn, connected to 30 meters of fishing
wire, which was stretched across two sets of tracks. According to the plan, the train was
to snag the fishing line, pulling out the wood separator. This would allow the two metal
plates to touch, completing the circuit, and the bomb would detonate, sending shrapnel
through the windows and sides of the coaches and derailing the train.
The bomb was placed at a point about 10 kilometers north of Lyon. At this point, TGV
trains are usually traveling about 200 kilometers (125 miles) per hour, considerably less
than its maximum speed. The first train to come by apparently did snag the fishing line,
but the piece of wood did not completely slide out, thus preventing contact. Subsequent
trains passed without incident. In fact, French authorities calculated that 15 trains passed
the bomb before a train driver spotted it.
The bomb would not have achieved its intended result in any case. Although the explosion
would have propelled shrapnel up to 150 meters, experiments conducted after the event
indicated that the thick steel sides and double windows of the coach would have protected
the passengers.
Nor would the explosion have derailed the train. The device was placed about 1.5 meters
from the track and about 1 meter below the level of the rail. Much of the blast would
therefore have been absorbed by the ballast, causing some local displacement but not
enough to destabilize the track and derail the train. Analysis indicates that high explosives
like Semtex or C-4 would have to be placed directly next to the track to sever the rail and
derail the train. Nonetheless, an explosion would have had a spectacular psychological
effect.
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PROFILE OF THE PERPETRATORS
Fingerprints found on the tape around the explosive device belonged to Khaled Kelkal, a 24year old Algerian immigrant who lived in Lyon and was known to the French police. He had
recently completed a prison sentence for petty crime. While in prison, Kelkal came under
the influence of religious fanatics, and upon his release he traveled to Algeria, ostensibly to
visit his family, but possibly also as a further step along the path of radicalization. However,
French authorities do not believe Kelkal was recruited into the GIA until just before the
bombing campaign. This is a typical jihadist trajectory, beginning with self-identification,
and ending in terrorism.19
Subsequent investigation revealed that GIA had two teams operating in France, one led by
Ait Ali Belkacim and the other by Bouelem Ben Said. Both men were experienced terrorist
operatives, extensively trained—Belkacim was trained in Afghanistan—and deployed to
France to recruit and train young volunteers, one of whom was Kelkal.
French police believe that Kelkal was involved in the July 11, 1995, assassination of an
imam in Paris who was considered by the terrorists to have been too moderate. According
to one report, Kelkal escaped in a shootout with French gendarmes at a checkpoint in a
suburb of Lyon on July 15, 1995.
On August 17, one of the two GIA terrorist teams detonated a bomb in Paris, while the
team led by Ben Said, which included Kelkal and two other new recruits, prepared the
attempt on the TGV. They chose August 26 for the attack, the Saturday of the last and
busiest weekend of the French summer holiday season, when trains would run full.
With Kelkal clearly identified as a suspect in the failed attempt, the hunt was on. After
some internal debate, the authorities decided to go public, broadcasting his identity and
offering a reward for information leading to his arrest. Although some reports credit Kelkal
with involvement in the car bombing outside the Jewish school in Lyon on September 7,
others familiar with the case disagree, saying that Kelkal was clearly on the run at the
time. Police tracked him down at a hideout in the mountains, and he was killed in the
subsequent shootout. Police found a notebook on his body that enabled them to round up
others in the terrorist network. 20

WHY A DERAILMENT?
The December 1994 hijacking of an Air France Airbus by GIA extremists who, authorities
believed, intended to crash it in Paris, provided warning that GIA would likely extend
its terrorist campaign into France. Subsequent GIA propaganda denounced the arrests
by French authorities of many young people in France for involvement in obtaining and
shipping weapons to the Islamist guerrillas in Algeria.21
In a bombastic article in al Ansar (a magazine published in London), Rachid Ramda, GIA’s
representative in Europe, warned that an explosion was going to occur that “will shake
and drive France crazy, and will push it into hell.” Ramda went on to warn that “soon
France will receive clear messages that will bring massive numbers of its citizens to their
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television sets.”22 The rhetoric is typical hyperbole, but nonetheless, it does appear to be
both a warning and a summons to action.
French authorities were unable to obtain a copy of this article until after the first bombing
on July 25, and the article offers no clues as to what the terrorists’ targets might be.
Authorities previously were aware of lists circulating through GIA channels of Muslim
religious leaders considered by the terrorists to be guilty of substandard zeal and therefore
possible targets of extremist violence. The July 11 assassination of Abdelbaki Sahraoui
(the co-founder of FIS) and his secretary in Paris underscored the threats.23
Local terrorist leaders had latitude in target selection and were no doubt guided by
operational considerations. There were ample precedents for attacking public surface
transportation. Operatives connected with Hezbollah had chosen public places and
transportation targets during a previous terrorist campaign in France in the mid-1980s. In
the early 1980s, the terrorist group led by the infamous Carlos (Ilych Ramirez Sanchez,
known popularly as “Carlos the Jackal”) planted bombs aboard France’s passenger
trains.24 The GIA terrorists may have been aware of a spectacular derailing of a train in
France during the Algerian War in 1961, although train derailings had not figured in the
GIA’s own campaign in Algeria, and apparently the group had no operational experience
in this area.
The terrorists did see surface transportation as easily accessible targets where terrorist
operatives could leave their bombs and easily escape. The first bombings, however,
prompted a massive security response. Thousands of police and soldiers flooded the
train and metro stations, forcing terrorists to seek other targets and attack scenarios.
Tight security would have made it extremely risky to carry a bomb into the Lyon or Paris
rail station, but the successful derailing of the TGV would have delivered the desired
spectacular message to the French people. The lack of technical knowledge of how to
derail a train and the failure of the triggering device, however, suggest improvisation. It
was an ambitious idea. The terrorists simply did not know how to execute it.

CURRENT SECURITY AND RESPONSE
Such security measures are costly. French authorities, therefore, emphasize the importance
of deploying limited resources in ways that terrorists cannot predict, persuading them that
they face a high risk of being apprehended. The French also place great importance
on intelligence operations to monitor the activities of groups and individuals engaged in
terrorist radicalization and recruiting.
In contrast to the heavy security at rail and metro stations, the situation in Lyon posed
little risk for the saboteurs. The TGV operated on a dedicated line, which, because of the
high speed of the train, was protected by a fence. The fence did not prove to be much of
a barrier—the terrorists merely cut their way through it. There were no alarms and few
security cameras.
A “sweeper train” sent out at the beginning of each day checks the integrity of the track
before passenger trains begin to operate. In this case, however, the inspection train
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did not detect the device as it lay at the side of and below the rails. After the incident,
inspection trains were double-manned, with a crewmember detailed to watch specifically
for obstacles or devices.
The police and army had already been mobilized in response to the terrorist bombing
campaign. Along with rail staff, large numbers of policemen and soldiers were deployed to
inspect the entire rail system on foot.
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A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DERAILMENTS
In 1997, the Mineta Transportation Institute published its first chronology of terrorist (and
other significant violent) attacks on surface transportation targets. That chronology of
approximately 900 events has since grown to a database of more than 1,600 incidents and
is in the process of being further computerized to facilitate increasingly detailed quantitative
and trend analysis.
The database currently includes 181 derailment attempts, most of them by terrorists, but
a few by environmental extremists, as well as other adversaries. (These episodes are
listed in Appendix A.) The first attempt occurred in 1920, but 170 of them occurred after
January 1, 1970. Given the small size of this sample, the following statistical analysis
should be considered only as indicative. Nonetheless, the incidents provide information
on perpetrators’ techniques and the results they have achieved. The total number of cases
will increase as we identify additional incidents.
Eleven of the derailment cases in the database occurred between 1920 and 1970.
Undoubtedly, excluding wartime sabotage, there have been many others which the authors
have not yet been able to document in detail. For example, the account of the May 16,
1942 incident indicates that there were 40 trains derailed in India in August 1942 alone.
These have been included for historical interest.
The earlier derailment attacks account for 6 percent of all derailment attacks in the database,
but account for 39 percent of all the fatalities from derailments and 31 percent of all injuries.
Obviously, these were the most spectacular events measured in terms of fatalities, and
therefore most easily captured in a historical search for incidents; the average number of
deaths per derailment incident prior to 1970 was 34. Since 1970, the number of deaths per
incident has averaged just 3.4. If the researchers had access to more information for this
earlier period, the number of incidents, including the failed attempts covered in the later
years, the average death toll per incident would decline.
One other point is worth mentioning. Derailment attacks overall account for 10.5 percent
of all attacks on surface transportation, and 9.5 percent of all fatalities and 7.8 percent of
all injuries resulting from these attacks. However. between 1920 through 1970, derailment
attacks account for 73 percent of all attacks on surface transportation, and 70 and 92
percent of the injuries respectively. Part of this is artifice is likely a bias in the reporting.
But in part, the smaller proportion of derailments in the later period reflects the rise of
contemporary terrorism with its hallmark of bombs in public places. In the earlier period,
guerrillas sabotaged trains. Today, terrorists kill passengers.

SOME WAYS TO DERAIL TRAINS
Terrorists and other adversaries may attempt to derail trains by placing improvised
explosive devices (IEDs) next to the tracks or burying them beneath the rails. We refer
to these devices in the database as “track bombs.” Or saboteurs may attempt to derail
trains by removing spikes, loosening or removing the bolts and plates that hold the rails in
place, or removing portions of the track itself. In a few cases, saboteurs have attempted to
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derail trains by placing concrete blocks or other objects on the rails. Other methods can
be used. In one unique instance, a 14-year old derailed several trams in Lotz, Poland in
January of 2008 by using an infrared remote control device. Twelve people were slightly
injured in one derailment.
When there are no bombs, it is not always clearly established that a derailment is deliberate.
In a few cases where operators have claimed or authorities have suspected sabotage,
allegations also have been made that operators were trying to avoid responsibility for
poor maintenance by blaming imaginary saboteurs.
The use of bombs was confirmed in 131 of the 181 events in the MTI database, or 72.4
percent of the cases. From the narrative accounts in the database, we suspect track
bombs in an additional 18 cases, or 9.9 percent, for a total of 82.3 percent of the derailment
events. (See Table 1. Tables do not always precisely total 100 percent due to rounding.)
Mechanical sabotage was confirmed in 21 cases, or 11.6 percent of the total, and was
suspected in six cases, for a total of 27 cases, or 14.9 percent of the incidents. Five cases
involved other means of sabotage.
Table 1 Derailment Methods
Distribution by Derailment Category
Derailment Type

#

%

Track Bomb Confirmed

131

72.4

Bolts/Track removed

21

11.6

Track Bomb Suspected

18

9.9

Other

5

2.8

Bolts/Track Remove Suspected

6

3.3

181

100.0

Total

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION
The greatest proportion of incidents—33.1 percent—occurred in South Asia; 19.3 percent
occurred in Western Europe, 17.1 percent occurred in Russia and the newly-independent
states (NIS), and 10.5 percent occurred in the Middle East and North Africa (see Table
2).
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Table 2 Distribution by Region
Region

#

%

South Asia

60

33.1

Western Europe

35

19.3

Russia and the NIS

31

17.1

Middle East and North Africa

19

10.5

Southeast Asia

14

7.7

South America

10

5.5

Sub-Saharan Africa

7

3.9

East Asia

2

1.1

North America

2

1.1

Eastern Europe

1

0.6

Total

181

100.0

India was the site of 42 of the 181 events, or 23.2 percent; the Russian Federation was
the site of 27 events, or 14.9 percent; and 17 events, or 9.4 percent of the total occurred
in Pakistan (See Table 3).
Table 3 Distribution by Country
#

%

India

Country

42

23.2

Russian Federation

27

14.9

Pakistan

17

9.4

United Kingdom

14

7.7

Thailand

9

5.0

Turkey

9

5.0

Colombia

8

4.4

Spain

7

3.9

France

7

3.9

Algeria

5

2.8

Georgia

3

1.7

Israel

3

1.7

Italy

3

1.7

South Africa

3

1.7

Bangladesh

2

1.1

Czech Republic

2

1.1

Indonesia

2

1.1

United States

2

1.1

Germany

1

0.6

Angola

1

0.6

Argentina

1

0.6

Cambodia

1

0.6
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Country

#

%

China

1

0.6

Congo

1

0.6

Djibouti

1

0.6

Japan

1

0.6

Kosovo

1

0.6

Lithuania

1

0.6

Malaysia

1

0.6

Mozambique

1

0.6

Myanmar

1

0.6

Peru

1

0.6

Poland

1

0.6

Sri Lanka
Total

1

0.6

181

100.0

Terrorist campaigns are often a product of conflicts in the developing world, with seemingly
less relevance for the kind of terrorist activity likely to be seen in the more developed
world. If we divide the geographic distribution into developed and developing countries,
we see that the most events—50.3 percent—have occurred in 10 developing countries,
with India, Turkey, Thailand, and Pakistan leading the list; 36.5 percent occurred in 10
developed countries, with Russia, the United Kingdom, Spain, and France leading the list.
Together, these 20 countries accounted for 86.8 percent of all events (see Table 4).
Table 4 Comparison of Events in Ten Developed and Ten Developing Countries
Developed Country
Rank

Country

Developing Countries
#

%

Rank

Country

#

%

1

Russian Federation

27

14.9

1

India

42

23.2

2

United Kingdom

14

7.7

2

Pakistan

17

9.4

3

Spain

7

3.9

3

Turkey

9

5.0

4

France

7

3.9

4

Thailand

9

5.0

5

Israel

3

1.7

5

Colombia

8

4.4

6

Italy

3

1.7

6

Bangladesh

2

1.1

7

United States

2

1.1

7

Argentina

1

0.6

8

Germany

1

0.6

8

Cambodia

1

0.6

9

Japan

1

0.6

9

China

1

0.6

10

Lithuania

1

0.6

10

Congo

1

0.6

66

36.5

91

50.3

Total

Total

The deadliest attacks have occurred in the developing countries. We can see this by
comparing the 149 bombing attacks in the more developed world with those occurring
in the developing world. In the more developed areas (North America, Western Europe,
Russia and the NIS, Eastern Europe, and East Asia), there were a total of 62 track-bomb
attacks, resulting in 141 fatalities, or 2.3 fatalities per attack. In the developing world
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(South Asia, the Middle East and North Africa, Southeast Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, and
South America), there were 87 attacks, resulting in 406 fatalities, or 4.7 fatalities per attack
(see Table 5).
If we include the fatalities resulting from mechanical sabotage (not shown in Table 5)
and consider only those since the 1970s, we have a total of 70 incidents resulting in 33
fatalities in the developed world, or .47 fatalities per attack, and 100 incidents resulting in
545 fatalities in the developing world, or 5.4 fatalities per attack. However, one single event
in the developing world resulted in 252 fatalities (the August 11, 2001 attack in Angola),
which skews the average. Omitting this incident gives us a total of 99 incidents with 293
fatalities or 3.0 fatalities per incident, a lethality rate that is still more than eleven times that
of the developed world.
Because of the one previously mentioned massacre, Angola leads the world with the most
fatalities resulting from deliberate derailments. India follows with 147 fatalities, Mozambique
with 58, Pakistan with 37, and Russia with 32.
Table 5 Casualties per Event (Bombings Only)
Region

Incidents All Fatalities

All Injuries

Fatalities per
Event

Injuries per
Event

South Asia

48

52

224

1.08

4.67

Russia and the NIS

31

33

306

1.06

9.87

Western Europe

28

28

173

1.00

6.18

Middle East and North Africa

16

6

56

0.38

3.50

South America

9

0

0

0.00

0.00

Sub-Saharan Africa

7

323

362

46.14

51.71

Southeast Asia

7

25

130

3.57

18.57

East Asia

2

80

80

40.00

40.00

Eastern Europe

1

0

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3.67

8.93

North America
TOTAL

0

0

149

547

0
1331

TARGETS
In most events, the target of the attack is a passenger train—97 of the incidents, or 53.6
percent of the total, involved passenger trains. Freight trains were struck in 22 cases.
They are included because some were simply the first train to come along right after a rail
line was blown up or they became inadvertent targets because of erroneous timing by the
terrorists. In some cases, however, the freight train appears to have been the target. The
tracks themselves were sabotaged in 51 cases—terrorists wanted to derail whatever train
came along. One train was derailed by a bomb in a station, and one special tourist train
was attacked (see Table 6).
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Table 6 Targets
Target

#

%

Train, Passenger (Intercity or Commuter)

97

53.6

Railway Tracks

51

28.2

Train, Freight

22

12.2

Railway Bridge

5

2.8

Railway, Unspecified

1

0.6

Train Station, Unspecified

1

0.6

Train Station, Unspecified

1

0.6

Train, Tourist

1

0.6

Train, Trolley

1

0.6

Train, Troop

1

0.6

Total

181

100.0

SABOTAGE OR SLAUGHTER?
In 69 of the 181 cases in the chronology, the adversaries succeeded in derailing a train.
In 40 more cases, they clearly attempted to derail a train. For example, the train passed
over but failed to detonate the bomb, or the bomb detonated but failed to derail the train,
or the train was able to stop in the nick of time. The intent in the remaining 72 cases is not
clear. Clearly, some were attempted derailings, but authorities discovered the bomb or
sabotage of the line well before a train was due to pass. In some cases, authorities were
warned in advance—the terrorists were satisfied to demonstrate that they could derail
trains if they chose to do so. In a few cases, the threat of derailment was connected with
an extortion attempt or was intended merely to cause disruption and alarm.

SUCCESS IN DERAILING
When we think of derailments, we envision saboteurs plunging crowded passenger trains
into deep ravines, killing hundreds. The data does not support this perception. Terrorists
were able to actually derail all or a portion of the train in 67 of the 181 attacks in the
database, or 37 percent. In 149 bomb attacks, terrorists derailed trains in 47 cases or
31.5 percent of the time. In 25 incidents involving mechanical sabotage, terrorists derailed
19 trains, or 76 percent of the cases. However, these figures include all bombings and
all sabotage attempts. If we limit the cases to those where it was clearly the attempt of
the adversaries to derail a train as opposed to sabotage the tracks, then in 81 attempted
derailings with bombs, terrorists derailed 47 trains, a success rate of 58 percent. In 22
attempted derailings using mechanical means, the adversaries succeeded in 19 times
for a success rate of 86.4 percent. While attempted derailings with explosives are almost
four times more common than using mechanical means, mechanical sabotage is clearly
more effective. One should, however, be wary of a reporting bias here as explosions or
the discovery of explosives are more likely to be reported than incidents of mechanical
sabotage when no derailing occurs (see Table 7).
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Table 7 Success in Derailment
Type of Attack

#

%

Mechanical Sabotage/Derailment

19

10.5

Track Bombs/Derailment

47

26.0

Other Sabotage/Derailment

1

0.5

Mechanical Sabotage/No Derailment

6

3.3

Track Bombs/No Derailment

102

56.4

Other Sabotage/No Derailment

4

2.2

Undetermined

2

1.1

181

100.0

Total

A total of 955 persons were killed in the 181 events, an average of 5.28 persons per event.
In 148 of the events, there were no fatalities at all. The median number of fatalities for the
33 events with fatalities (between 1920 and 2009) is 21. The median number of fatalities
for the 11 events between 1920 and 1961 is 24. The median number of fatalities in events
with fatalities in the period 1977 (the date of the first entry after 1961) to 2009 is six. A
sample comparable to the 11 events between 1920 and 1961 would be the 11 deadliest
events from the post-1961 period. The latter events have a median of 26 fatalities, close to
that in the earlier period. The larger number of more recent low-level incidents reduces the
average but not the median number of fatalities per incident These figures are provided in
Table 8.
Table 8 Mean Lethality Comparison
# of Events

Median Lethality

All between 1920 and 2009

Type of Event with Fatalities

33

21

All between 1977 and 2009

22

6

All between 1920 and 1970

11

24

Most Lethal Events: 1961 to 2009

11

26

What can we make of this? Derailments with significant casualties continue to occur, along
with numerous failed attempts and low-level events. As in all terrorism, our concern is
driven not by the deadly statistics but by the worrisome spectaculars.

CASUALTIES BY TARGET
Not surprisingly, most of the fatalities in terrorist derailments have occurred on passenger
trains. In the 181 attacks, 923 of the 955 fatalities (or 97.3 percent) occurred on passenger
trains. Similarly, 95.6 percent of the 2,134 injuries occurred on passenger trains. Where
terrorists blew up or sabotaged railway tracks, there were no fatalities or injuries, simply
because the bomb or tampering was discovered before any train arrived (see Table 9).
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Table 9 Casualties by Target
Target

Non-U.S.
Victim
Fatalities

%
of
Total

U.S.
Fatalities

%
of
Total

Non-US
Victim
Injuries

%
of
Total

Train, Passenger
(Intercity or
Commuter)

923

97.7

6

60.0

1860

96.1

180

90.9

Train, Freight

12

1.3

0

0.0

32

1.7

0

0.0

Train Station,
unspecified

8

0.8

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Railway Tracks

1

0.1

3

30.0

1

0.1

18

9.1

Train, Tourist

1

0.1

1

10.0

9

0.5

0

0.0

Train, Trolley

0

0.0

0

0.0

12

0.6

0

0.0

Train, Troop

0

0.0

0

0.0

22

1.1

0

0.0

945

100.0

10

100.0

1936

100.0

198

100.0

Total

U.S.
%
Injuries of Total

CASUALTIES BY MEANS OF SABOTAGE
Again with the caveat that the total number of cases is very small, it appears that terrorists
have caused more casualties per incident by mechanical sabotage (for example, removing
bolts or track) than by blowing up passing trains. As Table 9 shows, events involving
confirmed IEDs resulted in an average of less than three fatalities per event, while
suspected IEDs caused 10 fatalities per event. Combining the two gives us an average of
four fatalities per event, or 57.3 percent of the total number of fatalities.
In contrast, cases of confirmed mechanical sabotage resulted in 12 fatalities per event,
while suspected mechanical sabotage resulted in 26 fatalities per event, for a combined
average of 15 fatalities per event.
Overall, bombs killed 547 persons and injured 1,331, while mechanical sabotage killed
408 persons and injured 791 (see Table 10).
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Table 10 Casualties by Type of Attacks
Type of Attack

# of
Events

All Victim Fatalities % of all All Victim
Fatalities per Event fatalities Injuries

Injuries
% of All
per Event Injuries

Bolts/Track
Remove
Suspected

6

159

26.50

16.6

210

35.00

9.8

Bolts/Track
Removed

21

249

11.86

26.1

581

27.67

27.2

Track Bomb
Suspected

18

175

9.72

18.3

302

16.78

14.2

Track Bomb
Confirmed

131

372

2.84

39.0

1029

7.85

48.2

5

0

0.00

0.0

12

2.40

0.6

Total Attacks

181

955

5.28

100.0

2134

11.79

100.0

Total Bolts and
Tracks

27

408

15.11

42.7

791

29.30

37.1

Total Bombs

149

547

3.67

57.3

1331

8.93

62.4

Other

DISTRIBUTION OF BOMBING INCIDENTS
The distribution of the 149 track-bombing events presents only a slightly different picture.
Again, most of the bombings occurred in South Asia—32.2 percent, Russia and the NIS—
20.8 percent, Western Europe—18.8 percent, and the Middle East and North Africa—10.7
percent (see Table 11).
Table 11 Distribution of Bombing Incidents
#

%

South Asia

Region

48

32.2

Russia and the NIS

31

20.8

Western Europe

28

18.8

Middle East and North Africa

16

10.7

South America

9

6.0

Southeast Asia

7

4.7

Sub-Saharan Africa

7

4.7

East Asia

2

1.3

Eastern Europe

1

0.7

North America

0

0.0

149

100.0

Total

India was the site of the most bombing incidents with 30, followed by Russia with 27,
Pakistan with 16, and United Kingdom with 13 (see Table 12).
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Table 12 Distribution of Bombings by Country
Country

#

%

India

30

20.1

Russian Federation

27

18.1

Pakistan

16

10.7

United Kingdom

13

8.7

Colombia

8

5.4

Turkey

8

5.4

Spain

7

4.7

Algeria

5

3.4

France

5

3.4

Thailand

4

2.7

Georgia

3

2.0

Israel

3

2.0

South Africa

3

2.0

Italy

2

1.3

Angola

1

0.7

Argentina

1

0.7

Bangladesh

1

0.7

Cambodia

1

0.7

China

1

0.7

Congo

1

0.7

Czech Republic

1

0.7

Djibouti

1

0.7

Indonesia

1

0.7

Japan

1

0.7

Kosovo

1

0.7

Lithuania

1

0.7

Mozambique

1

0.7

Myanmar

1

0.7

Sri Lanka

1

0.7

Germany

0

0.0

Malaysia

0

0.0

Peru

0

0.0

Poland

0

0.0

United States

0

0.0

149

100.0

Total

*Note: Countries with 0 bombing incidents are listed because they experienced track removal or other types of
derailment attempts.
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BOMB DERAILMENTS BY TARGET TYPE
Seventy-four of the 149 bomb derailment events, or 49.7 percent targeted passenger
trains; freight trains were attacked in 22 events or 14.8 percent (see Table 13).
Table 13 Bomb Derailments by Target Type
Target

#

%

Train, Passenger (Intercity or Commuter)

74

49.7

Railway Tracks

44

29.5

Train, Freight

22

14.8

Railway Bridge

5

3.4

Railway-Unspecified

1

0.7

Train Station, Unspecified

1

0.7

Train Station, Unspecified

1

0.7

Train, Trolley

1

0.7

Train, Troop

1

0.7

149

100.0

Total

SINGLE- AND MULTIPLE-BOMB ATTACKS
One hundred of the confirmed bomb attacks and 18 of the suspected bomb attacks (79.2
percent) involved a single IED. Thirty-one of the confirmed bomb attacks (20.8 percent)
and none of the suspected bomb attacks involved multiple devices. In the 149 events,
terrorists planted 213 bombs (see Table 14).
Table 14 Single and Multiple Attacks
Type
Track Bomb Confirmed
Single
Multiple
Track Bomb Suspected
Single
Multiple
All Bombs
All Single
All Multiple

#

% of All

100
31

67.1
20.8

18
0

12.1
0.0

118
31

79.2
20.8

OUTCOMES OF THE BOMBINGS
More than half of the IEDs (53 percent) detonated on target; 22 (10 percent) detonated
early, away from the target, or otherwise malfunctioned; 73 (34 percent) were rendered
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safe (see Table 15).
Table 15 Outcomes of Bomb Attacks
#

% of
bombs

Detonated or Released on Target

112

53

EOD Successful—Rendered Safe

73

34

Detonated Early or Away from Target, or Malfunctioned

22

10

Failed to Detonate or Release

4

2

Unknown

2

1

213

100

Detonation or Release of IED or IID

Total

CASUALTIES BY BOMBING TARGET
Bomb derailments caused 523 deaths on passenger trains, or 95.6 percent of the total
bomb-related fatalities, and 95.9 percent of the total bomb-related injuries (see Table
16).
Table 16 Casualties by Target
All Victim
Fatalities

% of All Total

All Victim
Injuries

% of All
Total

523

95.6

1276

95.9

12

2.2

32

2.4

Train Station, Unspecified

8

1.5

0

0.0

Railway Tracks

4

0.7

1

0.1

Train, Troop

0

0.0

22

1.7

Train, Trolley

0

0.0

0

0.0

Railway Bridge

0

0.0

0

0.0

Railway-Unspecified

0

0.0

0

0.0

Train, Tourist

0

0.0

0

0.0

547

100.0

1331

100.0

Derailment Type
Train, Passenger (Intercity or Commuter)
Train, Freight

Total

Bombings killed an average of fewer than three persons per bomb detonated on target
(see Table 17). MTI’s data base currently indicates that bombs left in the passenger
compartments of passenger trains themselves provide a higher return on investment—
more than double the lethality—around seven persons per bomb detonated.
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131

18

149

Track Bomb
Suspected

Total Bombs

# of
Events

Track Bomb
Confirmed

Derailment
Type

213

18

195

# of
Bombs

112

14

98

# of Bombs
on Target

547

175

372

All
Victim
Fatalities

2.57

9.72

1.91

Fatalities
per
Bomb

Fatalities and Injuries Per Bomb and Per Bomb Detonated On Target

4.88

12.50

3.80

Fatalities
per bomb on
target

100.0

32.0

68.0

% of
All
Fatalities

Table 17 Casualties per Bomb

1,331

302

1,029

All
Victim
Injuries

6.25

16.78

5.28

Injuries
per
Bomb

11.88

21.57

10.50

Injuries per
Bomb on
Target

100.0

22.7

77.3

% of
All
Injuries
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POSSibLE SECURITY MEASURES
A great deal of attention has, understandably, been devoted to the safety of high-speed
rail systems; much less attention has been devoted to security. Most security measures
address the challenge of keeping explosive devices off the trains. Rail security rarely
appears in discussions of high-speed rail projects.
Security against sabotage of rail lines comprises physical barriers, surveillance, alarms
that alert operators to tampering, and inspection. It should also involve cyber security to
prevent tampering with electronic controls for switching of tracks.
High-speed trains usually require specially built rails on exclusive right-of-ways. These
are protected by fences, which can be alarmed and linked to CCTV systems to identify
possible intruders.
Seamless rails and other components can be designed to make mechanical sabotage
more difficult. Low-voltage currents sent through the rails can alert operators to breaks and
possibly to tamper attempts.
Surveillance of long lines over great distances is always difficult; however, high-speed
rail operators can utilize camera coverage and also modern technology to maintain visual
coverage and investigate suspicious events. It may even be possible to program small
aerial drones to follow train routes and watch for intruders or evidence of tampering.
In addition, operators may enlist local communities along right-of-ways to report suspicious
activity. Citizens’ tips can be encouraged by instruction and special access numbers.
France and Japan have shown that sweeper trains can be used to verify the integrity of
train lines before regular traffic starts. Research should explore the use of small robot
inspection vehicles, which could be loaded with a variety of sensors, to identify sabotage
attempts. Under high threat conditions, they could even precede each train by several
miles, thus providing early warning.
Sabotage threats or attempts may require entire lines to be inspected manually, as is done
in France. On 9/11, New York City shut down its entire subway system until staff and police
could check every mile of tunnel. Such inspections require a great deal of manpower
and can take a long time, disrupting operations. Operators might consider working with
local police departments along right-of-ways to develop contingency plans that divide
emergency inspections into local sectors. A 400-mile search could thus become 80 fivemile searches. Local personnel could be trained, and track vehicles could be pre-deployed
to facilitate rapid inspection. Rail staff could concentrate on areas not convenient to local
law enforcement. Preexisting contingency plans and exercises can facilitate efficient
response in emergency conditions.
Coach design is well understood, and safety has improved. It is noteworthy that accidental
derailments of high-speed trains have not resulted in many fatalities. Because of their
rigid connection, derailed cars that have come off the tracks did not tip over. Nonetheless,
emergency response plans should be in place to cover events along entire train routes.
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CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
Rail lines are obviously vulnerable to sabotage. They are easily observable, accessible,
and difficult to protect.
A small quantity of strategically placed explosives can cause a derailment that may result in
significant casualties, although technical knowledge is required. More research is needed
to determine the composition and quantity of explosives required to sever rails or derail
heavy locomotives and rolling stock.
Derailments may also be attempted by mechanical means, such as removing spikes or
plates, or even by switching tracks electronically. Some mechanically caused derailments
have resulted in even greater casualties than those caused by explosives. A few derailments
have been attempted by placing objects on the rails, but these have not resulted in
casualties.
Despite the vulnerability of rail lines, terrorists have attempted far fewer derailments than
attacks on train stations or on trains themselves. The events in MTI’s statistical database
indicate that terrorists obtain much higher average body counts per bomb on trains, and
a somewhat higher body count per bomb left in stations, than they achieve with attempts
to derail trains.
One advantage of a derailment over a bombing on a train is that only one device is required,
and mechanical sabotage requires no explosive device at all. Guaranteeing high body
counts with explosives on trains requires multiple devices.
Getting a bomb to go off at the right time is difficult. Timers are unreliable if the trains do not
run precisely on time, and pressure triggers do not always work. Detonation on command
is the most reliable method, but it poses the greatest risks to the saboteur.
Our chronology of derailments indicates that although terrorists are the majority of the
perpetrators, they are not the only ones. In a few cases, environmental extremists also
have attempted to derail trains, albeit without success, and there have also been random
acts of vandalism.
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APPENDIX A: A CHRONOLOGY OF DELIBERATE
DERAILMENTS
The derailments listed in this chronology are in MTI’s computerized database of terrorist
and serious criminal attacks on public surface transportation. Brief narratives are included
only to give the reader a feel for the events. The database continues to grow as more
incidents are included. We invite readers to submit events that we have missed. Please
submit incident information to mti@mti.sjsu.edu.
July 8, 1920: India—Rail sabotage by unknown adversaries derails a passenger train near
Belur, killing 25 people, injuring 60 others.
October 7, 1920: India—Hostile workers sabotage the rails, causing the derailment of the
Madras-Bangalore mail train; 13 are killed, 15 injured.
December 27, 1930: China—Bandits blow up the locomotive of a train in Manchuria in
order to rob and kidnap passengers; 80 die in the attack.
January 12, 1939: India—Unidentified attackers sabotage the tracks causing derailment
of the Dehra Dun Express; 21 die, and 21 are injured.
August 12, 1939: United States—Unidentified attackers sabotage the tracks, causing
derailment of the Union Pacific’s “City of San Francisco” as it passes through Nevada; 24
die, and 115 are injured.
May 16, 1942: India—A Sindh sect sabotages the tracks, causing the derailment of the
Punjab mail train, then attacks passengers; 22 die, and 26 are injured. (Four days later,
another train averts a similar attempt. In August 1942, 40 trains were derailed in India.)
December 3, 1947: France—Unidentified perpetrators, possibly hostile workers, sabotage
the tracks, derailing a Paris-Lille train; 21 die.
May 8, 1959: Indonesia—Unidentified perpetrators sabotage the tracks, derailing an
express train; 92 die, and 14 are injured.
March 26, 1961: Myanmar—A bomb planted under the tracks by Karen rebels derails the
Mandalay-Rangoon train, killing 23 and injuring 100.
April 19, 1961: India—Unidentified assailants sabotage the tracks, derailing a train; 23 die,
77 are injured.
June 18, 1961: France—A passenger train is derailed, killing 28 people, injuring 170.
Initially thought to be an accident, a subsequent investigation led to the conclusion that the
track was sabotaged by a bomb.
December 7, 1977: Israel—Authorities arrest members of an Arab guerrilla group plotting
to sabotage a rail line near Jerusalem.
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March 4, 1979: Israel—Terrorists detonate a bomb, derailing a train; no casualties are
reported. Authorities find a second bomb on the line.
July 18, 1981: India—Mechanical sabotage causes the derailment of a passenger train,
killing 35 people.
August 2, 1985: Mozambique—A track bomb derails a train, killing 58 people, injuring
160 others.
May 15, 1986: Bangladesh—A track bomb derails a passenger train, killing 25 and injuring
45.
October 27, 1986: United Kingdom—A track bomb derails a freight train in Northern
Ireland; there are no injuries.
December 1, 1988: Peru—Guerrillas mechanically sabotage a track, derailing a tourist
train; 2 are killed, 9 injured.
April 19, 1989: India—Suspected track sabotage derails the Bangalore-Delhi express,
killing 67 and injuring 137.
June 2, 1989: Thailand—A bomb on the tracks derails a passenger train, injuring 3.
August 2, 1989: United Kingdom—The Irish Republican Army (IRA) bombs the BelfastDublin line 2 minutes before the train is due to pass; no casualties.
November 26, 1990: Japan—Radicals detonate a bomb on the tracks of Japan’s highspeed train; no casualties.
February 25, 1991: United Kingdom—The IRA bombs a British Rail line minutes before
a high-speed intercity train is due to pass; no casualties.
August 4, 1991: Spain—The Basque ETA claims to have placed bombs on four rail lines;
only two explode.
January 18, 1992: India—A bomb on the tracks derails a train, killing eight.
April 1, 1992: Malaysia—Saboteurs remove the pins on the tracks in an attempt to derail
a passenger train, but the engineer stops the locomotive in time.
July 21, 1992: Argentina—Warned by an anonymous tip, police disarm explosives on a
rail line 15 minutes before a train is scheduled to pass.
August 30, 1992: Turkey—Guerrillas mechanically sabotage the tracks, derailing a
passenger train; 4 are injured.
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October 21, 1992: United Kingdom—IRA terrorists detonate a bomb on the tracks north of
London, damaging a passing train and injuring 3.
October 21, 1992: United Kingdom—An IRA bomb destroys tracks in North London.
October 25, 1992: Turkey—Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) guerrillas plant a mine that
derails a passenger train, killing 3 and injuring 47.
August 15, 1993: Cambodia—Guerrillas detonate a bomb, derailing a train; 2 are killed,
5 injured.
October 16, 1993: Bangladesh—Armed attackers remove a section of track, derailing a
train, which they then rob; no fatalities.
March 30, 1994: Thailand—Separatists detonate a bomb, derailing a train; no fatalities.
November 8, 1994: Lithuania—A bomb destroys a bridge near Vilnius, and bystanders
warn an oncoming train to stop; no injuries.
August 26, 1995: France—Algerian terrorists plant a bomb on the tracks of the TGV
between Paris and Lyon, but it fails to detonate.
October 10, 1995: United States—Unidentified saboteurs derail the Sunset Limited near
Phoenix; 1 person is killed, and 65 are injured.
April 8, 1998: Spain—ETA separatists plant 10 bombs on the tracks near Pamplona; none
explode.
June 25, 1998: India—Separatists detonate a bomb, derailing a train in Kashmir, injuring
23.
August 7, 1999: India—A bomb blast derails a train in Assam; hours later, authorities find
and defuse a powerful bomb beneath a nearby bridge.
August 9, 1999: India—A bomb targeting a passenger train derails a freight train instead,
injuring five. It appears that a passenger train was the intended target.
August 11, 1999: India—A bomb blast on a rail bridge halts rail traffic in Assam.
August 19, 1999: India—A train is damaged by a bomb on the railway track in Assam. One
person injured.
February 11, 2000: India—A bomb destroys a rail line minutes before an express passenger
train is due to arrive; 5 are killed, 11 injured.
May 25, 2000: India—Police find and defuse three live mortar rounds on a rail line.
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June 30, 2000: United Kingdom—A bomb damages the Belfast-Dublin rail line; no
injuries.
September 25, 2000: United Kingdom—Terrorists detonate a 50-lb explosive device
closing a rail line in Northern Ireland. Terrorists alerted authorities prior to the blast.
February 7, 2001: United Kingdom—The IRA detonates a bomb on a rail line in Northern
Ireland; no one is injured, but authorities close the line to search for more devices.
February 13, 2001: United Kingdom—A 100-lb bomb explodes, halting service on the
Dublin to Belfast line. (The same line was targeted in June 2000.)
March 9, 2001: United Kingdom—Authorities defuse a 46-lb bomb on the Dublin to Belfast
line. Authorities were warned by the terrorists of an attack 11 days earlier.
March 28, 2001: Russia—Chechen rebels detonate three bombs, derailing a passing
train; no injuries.
April 12, 2001: Colombia—Guerrilla forces bomb railroad tracks near Magdalena.
April 25, 2001: United Kingdom—Police defuse a bomb on a rail line in Northern
Ireland.
August 3, 2001: Spain—Basque separatists claim responsibility for an explosive attack
on the Spanish high-speed rail line.
August 11, 2001: Angola – Guerrillas mine a rail line causing a train carrying refugees to
derail, then attack the train; 252 are killed, 165 injured.
August 15, 2001: Spain—Basque separatists detonate two bombs on the Madrid to
Seville high-speed rail line.
August 22, 2001: Russia—Authorities defuse five bombs on a railway in Chechnya.
August 26, 2001: Russia—Chechen guerrillas attempt to derail a freight train.
August 28, 2001: Colombia—Authorities defuse a bomb on the rail line near Lima, in
Guajira Department.
August 30, 2001: Russia—Authorities defuse five bombs on a rail line in Chechnya.
September 21, 2001: India—Guerrillas in Assam detonate a bomb on the tracks and
derail a train, injuring 100 persons.
October 11, 2001: Pakistan—Guerrillas detonate a bomb under a freight train.
October 26, 2001: Russia—Authorities defuse two bombs on a rail bridge in Chechnya.
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November 12, 2001: India—Guerrillas blow up a railway line in Jharkhand.
December 3, 2001: Indonesia—A bomb explodes on a rail line in West Java as a train
passes. Authorities discover a second device ten meters from the first.
December 4, 2001: United Kingdom—Authorities defuse an 80-lb bomb on the DublinBelfast rail line.
January 12, 2002: Russia—Authorities defuse a command-detonated bomb on a rail line
in Chechnya.
February 20, 2002: India—Maoist guerrillas blow a rail line in Jharkhand derailing a
train.
March 30, 2002: Russia—A bomb on the tracks damages a freight train in Chechnya.
May 2, 2002: Colombia—Guerrillas blow up a track derailing a freight train in Guajira.
May 7, 2002: India—In a continuing campaign of sabotage, Maoist guerrillas blow up
tracks at two locations in Jharkhand.
May 13, 2002: India—Saboteurs pull bolts and remove track to derail a train near Jaunpur;
12 die, 100 are injured.
June 6, 2002: Colombia—Authorities defuse a bomb on the tracks in Magdalena
Department.
June 6, 2002: Colombia—Guerrillas blow up tracks derailing a freight train in Guajira.
June 6, 2002: Colombia—Guerrillas blow up tracks derailing a freight train in Magdalena.
July 1, 2002: Colombia—Guerrillas blow up a rail line near Sevilla.
July 2, 2002: Israel—Terrorists detonate a bomb on the rail line near Rehovot, injuring the
engineer.
August 25, 2002: Congo—A bomb on the track derails a freight train, killing 12 and injuring
30.
September 4, 2002: Russia—Authorities defuse a bomb on the rail line in Chechnya.
September 8, 2002: Italy—Authorities defuse four crude explosive devices on the rail line
between Sorrento and Naples.
September 11, 2002: Italy—Authorities defuse another bomb on the rail line between
Sorrento and Naples.
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October 28, 2002: Russia—Guerrillas blow up the tracks derailing a freight train in
Chechnya.
October 30, 2002: South Africa—A bomb explodes at a rail bridge at New Canada; two
more devices explode on the rail line near New Canada.
October 30, 2002: South Africa—A bomb explodes the Soweto Midway Rail Station.
October 30, 2002: South Africa—A bomb destroys a rail line in Protea, killing 1 person,
wounding another.
November 18, 2002: Czech Republic—A car was deliberately left on the tracks in front
of a passenger train near Prague. The train smashed into the car, but there were no
injuries.
November 19, 2002: Czech Republic—Authorities defuse a bomb on a rail line near
Prague.
December 21, 2002: India—Saboteurs derail the Hyderabad-Bangalore Express, killing
20 and injuring 80.
April 12, 2003: Serbia—Terrorists detonate a bomb damaging a rail bridge in Kosovo.
April 26, 2003: India—A freight train is damaged by a bomb on the rail line in Sivasagar.
July 15, 2003: India—Maoist guerrillas remove tracks, causing a train to derail in Bihar
State; no injuries.
July 15, 2003: India—Maoist guerrillas sabotage tracks by mechanical means, causing a
train to derail in Bihar; no injuries.
July 15, 2003: India—Maoist guerrillas bomb the tracks in Bihar, but an approaching train
is able to stop before derailing.
July 15, 2003: India—In one of four coordinated attacks, Maoist guerrillas blow up tracks
in Bihar, causing a derailment; no injuries.
August 16, 2003: Pakistan—Two bombs explode on the tracks of Karachi’s main commuter
line minutes before two passenger trains were due to cross the locations.
August 19, 2003: India—A bomb explodes on the tracks near Muzaffarnagar, injuring 2
workers.
August 25, 2003: India—Extremists detonate a remote-controlled bomb on the rail line in
Assam, hours before three passenger trains were due to cross the area.
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September 3, 2003: Russia—Two remote-controlled bombs, five meters apart, explode
derailing a commuter train near Kislovdosk; 5 people are killed, 91 injured.
October 2, 2003: Pakistan—A bomb damages a railway bridge near Quetta.
November 1, 2003: India—A bomb derails a train in Assam, injuring 2 persons.
December 18, 2003: Russia—A bomb detonates under a freight train in Chechnya.
December 26, 2003: Spain—Police disarm a bomb buried under the tracks of the ZaragozaBarcelona line.
December 26, 2003: Pakistan—Two bombs explode under the tracks of the rail line in
Karachi.
January 13, 2004 : Russia—Authorities disarm a powerful bomb at a railway junction near
Shelkovskaya.
January 18, 2004: Djibouti—A mine planted under the tracks of the Ethiopia-Djibouti line
damages a commuter train, injuring 6 persons.
February 8, 2004: Russia—Police find 44kg of explosives near the rail line in Ingushetia.
February 21, 2004: France—A bomb is found on the line between Paris and Basel. This
is after a group calling itself AZF threatens to derail France’s high-speed trains unless paid
a ransom of $4 million.
March 1, 2004: Spain—Terrorists attempt to bomb the tracks and derail Spain’s highspeed (AVE) train; no injuries.
March 16, 2004: Georgia—A bomb blast damages the rail line near Tbilisi, but an
approaching train manages to stop before coming to the damaged section.
March 18, 2004: Georgia—A bomb, possibly on the tracks, blows up igniting an empty
tank car near Tbilisi.
March 24, 2004: France—A rail employee finds a bomb on the rail line between Paris
and Basel, Switzerland. It is the second bomb on the rail network in two months. The
earlier device, found near Limoges on February 21, was planted by a group calling itself
AZF, which warned of further bombs unless the group received $4 million in ransom. In
all, the AZF planted 10 bombs, none of which detonated, on France’s rail lines before
announcing an end to its campaign on March 25. Thus far, none of the terrorists have been
apprehended.
May 4, 2004: Germany—Saboteurs bolt metal plates to the tracks in an attempt to derail
the German high-speed (ICE) train between Cologne and Berlin; the driver is able to slow
the train and roll over the plates without mishap.
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May 29, 2004: Russia—Unidentified attackers blow up a section of track, derailing a train
and injuring 8 people. Authorities find and defuse a second device.
August 25, 2004: Pakistan—A time-fused bomb destroys the main railway track in the
Northwest Territory. However, it misses derailing a passenger train, which is running
late.
August 25, 2004: Algeria—Two bombs damage the track outside Ahnif train station,
injuring 1 person.
August 26, 2004: India—Militants detonate a bomb on the tracks near an oil refinery,
injuring seven persons. This is one of four blasts in a series of bomb attacks in the
region.
August 26, 2004: Algeria—In a second attack in Ahnif, terrorists detonate a bomb intended
for a passenger train. A flock of sheep crossing the tracks set the bomb off prematurely.
August 29, 2004: Turkey—A landmine planted under the tracks of the Tatvan-Elazig line
derails an empty train, injuring 1 person.
September 24, 2004: United Kingdom—Authorities defuse a pipe bomb on the track of a
rail line in Belfast.
November 16, 2004: Russia—A passenger train strikes a mine in Chechnya but does not
derail.
January 24, 2005: Pakistan—Guerrillas detonate a bomb on the railroad tracks, injuring
5 persons.
February 1, 2005: Pakistan—Guerrillas bomb a railway line near Quetta. The bomb
shatters the windows of a passing train, injuring 4 persons.
February 5, 2005: Pakistan—Guerrillas bomb the tracks near Quetta but miss the train.
February 7, 2005: Pakistan—Militants bomb the rail line to Afghanistan.
March 4, 2005: Pakistan—Militants bomb the rail line in Dera Ghzi Khan, but miss a
passenger train.
March 9, 2005: Algeria—A bomb on the rail line narrowly misses a fuel train.
March 12, 2005: Russia—Authorities defuse a bomb on the Baku-Moscow rail line.
March 17, 2005: Pakistan—Two trains traveling opposite directions on the rail line near
Lahore are attacked by two bombs. The second blast kills 1 and injures 5 persons.
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March 22, 2005: Pakistan—Militants bomb the rail line between Baluchistan and the rest
of Pakistan.
March 23, 2005: Pakistan—Militants place bombs on the tracks in three places near
Quetta.
May 6, 2005: Thailand—Authorities discover that militants have removed the bolts on the
rail line in Narathiwat Province.
May 27, 2005: Thailand—Separatists detonate two rail-side bombs that derail a maintenance
train in Narathiwat Province. The separatists open fire on the derailed train; 22 persons
are injured.
May 28, 2005: Turkey—PKK guerrillas blow up the track, derailing a freight train; no
injuries.
June 12, 2005: Russia—Unidentified attackers blow up the track, derailing a MoscowGrozny train; no injuries.
July 2, 2005: Turkey—Attackers blow up the track, derailing a train on its way to assist
passengers on another train that had been bombed; 6 die, and 8 are injured.
July 6, 2005: Russia—Unidentified attackers blow up the track, damaging a freight train.
July 24, 2005: Russia—A bomb detonates on a rail line in Dagestan, killing 1 person,
injuring 40.
July 24, 2005: Turkey—A remote-controlled bomb derails a postal train in Mus Province.
August 20, 2005: Russia—A bomb on the track derails a passenger train; no injuries.
August 21, 2005: Pakistan—A bomb on the tracks derails a freight train, injuring 2.
September 16, 2005: Russia—A bomb under the tracks derails a freight train; no injuries.
The apparent target was a passenger train.
February 6, 2006: India—Maoist rebels in Jharkand State blow up rail tracks; no injuries.
February 27, 2006: Pakistan—Tribal militants detonate a bomb, derailing an express train;
no injuries.
April 19, 2006: United Kingdom—Vandals lay cables across the Liverpool-London line,
forcing the engineer to make an emergency stop.
April 19, 2006: France—Authorities defuse a bomb on the Paris-Nantes TGV line; no
injuries.
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May 25, 2007: Turkey—A bomb causes the derailment of a freight train in Eastern Turkey;
no injuries.
June 4, 2007: Thailand—Islamic militants remove the bolts on a rail line in Southern
Thailand, derailing a train; 18 are injured.
June 6, 2007: Thailand—An army patrol finds that bolts have been removed on a
passenger line in Yala Province.
June 6, 2007: Sri Lanka—Tamil Tigers blow up tracks, derailing a passenger train.
Authorities find two more devices in the vicinity. There are no reports of casualties.
June 6, 2007: Thailand—Authorities find and defuse two bombs beneath the tracks on
the rail line in Pattani Province.
June 7, 2007: Thailand—Authorities find that separatists have removed 28 bolts from a
rail line in Yala Province.
July 5, 2007: Thailand—Islamic militants remove 65 bolts in an attempted derailing; no
casualties.
July 10, 2007: Turkey—PKK rebels detonate a bomb on the tracks to derail a freight train;
no reports of casualties.
August 7, 2007: Russia—A bomb planted next to a railway bridge detonates, derailing
the Nevsky Express to St. Petersburg, which was traveling at 191 kilometers per hour.
Instead of slowing the train, the engineer maintained the high speed to cross the bridge
before the train derailed; no fatalities.
August 15, 2007: Russia—A passenger train is derailed by a bomb on the tracks; 60 are
injured.
August 24, 2007: India—Maoist guerrillas blow up tracks across the State of Jharkand.
September 14, 2007: Turkey—A passing train is derailed by a mine planted by PKK
guerrillas in Eastern Turkey.
January 9, 2008: Poland—Police arrest a teenager who used a homemade device that
enabled him to switch tram tracks and derail several trams in Lotz.
May 27, 2008: Colombia—Unidentified attackers plant a mine on the tracks, derailing a
freight train; no reports of casualties.
June 3, 2008: Italy—Italian police discover a plot to sabotage a train line.
June 10, 2008: India—Maoist guerrillas remove tracks and derail a freight train; no reports
of casualties.
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August 9, 2008: Spain—ETA terrorists plant a bomb on the high-speed rail line near
Ondres.
September 26, 2008: Pakistan—Unidentified attackers blow up the tracks, derailing a
passenger train; 6 die, and 15 are injured.
November 9, 2008: France—Attackers place concrete blocks on a TGV line in Southern
France; the driver manages to stop the train.
March 9, 2009: India—Unidentified terrorists blow up a railway track in Assam. In the
following four days, two more devices are discovered.
March 19, 2009: India—An improvised explosive device destroyed rail tracks in Assam
Province; several unexploded devices are discovered nearby.
March 23, 2009: India—An explosion destroys tracks in Assam only minutes before a
super fast train from Delhi was due to pass through the area. Authorities find and defuse
a second device nearby.
June 22, 2009: India—Employees find a small explosive device on the tracks in Northeastern
India and halt trains despite being robbed of their radios by militants.
July 17, 2009: India—Unidentified attackers blow up railway tracks in West Bengal.
July 31, 2009: Pakistan—Saboteurs derail a passenger train traveling from Karachi to
Lahore, killing 30 people.
September 6, 2009: Georgia—A bomb destroys a section of rail line near the Abkhazia
region.
October 13, 2009: India—Maoist militants bomb the rail line in Jharkhand.
November 27, 2009: Russia—Terrorists bomb the rail line derailing the passenger train
between Moscow and St. Petersburg; 26 people are killed, 100 are injured.
November 30, 2009: Russia—A bomb went off under a passing passenger train in
Daghestan. There were no injuries.
January 6, 2010: Russia—Authorities discover an explosive device on the railway near a
bridge in Dagestan.
January 7, 2010: India—A bomb explodes on a railway in Janpur, injuring a child. Police
find several more devices in the area.
January 18, 2010: India—Maoist militants blow up railway tracks in Gaya Patna.
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January 24, 2010: India—A bomb destroys rail tracks in Assam Province minutes before
an express passenger train is to pass the area.
January 28, 2010: Algeria—An explosion on the rail line destroys a freight train in Bejaia
Province.
January 30, 2010: Algeria—Authorities discover a second bomb on the same line in
Bejaia Province.
February 2, 2010: Russia—A bomb explodes on a rail line in St. Petersburg, injuring 1
person.
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APPENDIX B: WARTIME SABOTAGE
Our inquiry focused on peacetime attacks by terrorists, although it includes derailment
attempts by extortionists, environmental extremists, and other saboteurs, including vandals. We also looked at what lessons might be derived from wartime sabotage.
Many terrorists consider themselves at war, and some of the attacks in MTI’s database
take place in conflict zones and are part of ongoing low-level guerrilla campaigns. So what
do we mean by “wartime?” It is a matter of degree. “Wartime” in this study is intended to
mean all-out armed hostilities involving two armies, including civil wars and large-scale
guerrilla formations. The context of expectations and security is different in wartime than
in peacetime.
The objective of most wartime sabotage is to impede the shipment of military supplies and
strategic materiel and the transport of enemy soldiers on troop trains. Numerous attacks
on rail lines and dramatic derailments occurred in World War I—for example, attacks by
Arab raiders on the Turkish rail line in the Middle East. World War II saw attacks on rail
lines by the resistance fighters in German-occupied Western Europe and most extensively
in German-occupied Russia; and during the Korean war and the First Indochina War
commando attacks were made on North Korea’s coastal rail line and tunnels.
As a young officer during the Vietnam War, I (Brian Jenkins) stood on the front platform
of a small diesel locomotive that was pulling a train load of peasants, farm animals, and
nervous soldiers while pushing two flat cars loaded with heavy rails ahead of itself to set
off any mines. We were struggling in a slow climb over the Col des Nuages, the mountain
pass between Hue and Danang, and the scene of past Viet Minh attacks during the First
Indochina War. The hulks of derailed locomotives and rolling stock lay rusting in the ravines
below us, testament to past disasters. It was here in 1953 that Viet Minh rebels blew up
a viaduct, sending two locomotives and 18 cars down the mountainside, killing 100 or
more passengers and trainmen. (This event and other examples of wartime sabotage are
not included in the chronology in this report, because they would distort the quantitative
analysis.)
Sabotage of rail systems in German-occupied countries during World War II was meant
to replace or supplement allied strategic bombing. The sabotage attacks in occupied
Western Europe involved limited quantities of explosives and were of limited effectiveness.
The largest campaigns took place in German-occupied Russia, where poor roads made
German forces heavily dependent on rail systems. Sabotage by trained Soviet partisans
built slowly to a crescendo of hundreds of attacks carried out by thousands of operatives
behind the lines whose actions were supported and coordinated by the Soviet military
command. Partisans used bombs with long-term delays (several months), pressure- or
vibration-triggered devices, command detonation to destroy gasoline-filled tank cars, and
magnetic mines with time delay fuses, all supplied by the Soviet Army.
By 1943, German forces were struggling to deal with more than 1,000 rail sabotage
incidents a month. In just two nights in 1944, partisans cut the rails in 8,422 places. Those
running the trains had to remove an additional 2,478 mines. A single night later in the war
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saw more than 10,000 demolition actions. Partisans also destroyed bridges and fired antitank weapons at locomotives, and German rail repair crews were regularly attacked.
The veterans of these sabotage campaigns are by now very old men or long gone, but
their legacies may live on. It is interesting to note that among the developed countries,
Russia has suffered the most derailments by modern terrorists.
Wartime saboteurs concerned themselves more with disrupting supply lines than with
causing casualties. Effective disruption required sustained campaigns, central direction, a large supply of demolition equipment, and large numbers of operatives. Terrorist
groups are clearly not able to replicate the magnitude of wartime sabotage or match its
sophistication, so they seek one-off spectaculars. Those charged with security have the
same problems—long distances and manpower constraints. However, these might be
mitigated by new technology.
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